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As long as everything is 
exactly the way I want 
it, I am totally flexible.



Overview
Executive functioning and self-regulation skills depend 
on three types of brain function--working memory, 
mental flexibility, and self-control--that are highly 
interrelated and in order to be successful they need 
to operate in coordination with each other. 



overview
Executive functioning and self-regulation skills are the 
mental processes that enable us to plan, focus attention, 
remember instructions, and juggle multiple tasks 
successfully.  The brain needs this skill set to filter out 
distractions, prioritize tasks, set and achieve goals, and 
control impulses.



The nuts and bolts of executive functioning



Development
Children are not born with these skills already intact.  
They are born with the potential to develop them.  The 
brain begins developing and making sense of executive 
functioning skills in early preschool and will continue to 
develop them until early adulthood, if not later.



Development
Providing the support that children need to build these 
skills at home and in school are one of our most important 
responsibilities as parents and educators.  Children need 
scaffolding of these skills to help them practice them 
before they must learn how to perform them 
independently.



What are the executive functioning skills?
Behavioral and Emotional Regulation

● Inhibit
● Self-Monitor
● Shift
● Emotional Control



What are the executive functioning skills?
Metacognitive/Cognitive Regulation 

● Initiate
● Working Memory
● Plan/Organize
● Task-Monitor
● Organization of Materials



inhibit
what it means:

impulse control to help someone think before they act

how it looks:

blurting out inappropriate things or engaging in risky 
behavior



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=epmvG3pjpu0


shift
what it means:

flexible thinking and the ability to adjust to the unexpected

how it looks:

rigidity leading to frustration and an inability to think about 
something from a different angle



an exercise in shifting your thinking
red pink green blue

green red blue pink

pink blue green red

red pink green blue

blue green pink red

pink blue red green

green pink blue red

red blue green pink



emotional control
what it is:

keeping your feelings in check

how it looks:

overreacting to small problems; difficulty dealing with 
criticism; slow to regroup when something goes wrong



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AQ3hjymiCCg


initiate
what it means:

taking action and getting started

how it looks:

avoidance behaviors because the student has no idea 
where or how to begin a task







working memory
what it means:

keeping key information in mind

how it looks:

difficulty recalling directions; applying previous information to 
new information; staying with an activity; thinking flexibly





planning and organizing
what it means:

deciding on a goal and making a plan to meet it

what it looks like:

filtering out essential vs nonessential details; mapping out 
ideas; following through on a plan





organization
what it means:

mentally or physically keeping track of ideas or objects

how it looks:

losing their train of thought; misplacing homework; messy 
desks or backpacks







monitor
what it means:

self-evaluation

how it looks:

an unrealistic idea of their own behavior or performance





How you can help
Adults can facilitate the development of a child’s 
executive functioning skills by establishing routines, 
modeling good social behavior, and creating and 
maintaining supportive and reliable relationships.  
Children also develop these skills through creative play 
and social connections.



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H7l5LYiJHC0


How do we create these positive and consistent 
routines? 

 
● Keep in mind your child’s preferences and interests
● Have you child help out in creating routines
● Don’t underestimate the power of “buy in”
● Be consistent
● Create routines and be consistent - prompt your child 

when needed
● Help them to INITIATE - it is hardest just to get started 



Some examples of organizational supports 
● Stress compliance with the routines at homework versus 

the accuracy of the assignments themselves.



Incorporate reinforcing and high probability 
behaviors: 
Utilize the behaviors that are occurring and  reinforcers that are already available

• Get up 

• Watch TV

• Get Ready 

• Eat Breakfast

• Go to school

• Play video games

• After 2 days (cycles) play basketball with a friend



Getting ready...For school, for bed, for practice etc.



A weekly schedule...
Time Planning Chart

Sample weekly schedule  

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1aJsQvzHKTtaSIzwGm0F268cGjMQ-sZF8dY88w-Po2wE/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1VQFhiwP58wMcawtjEt4aRdhe_a3h2GhKsJP66kXsyZo/edit


 planning...
Forward Planning- The process of making plans to take into account what is likely to happen or be needed 
in the future.

Backward Planning - means first identifying your goal and then choosing the actions that are most likely to help 
you to arrive efficiently at your goal. 

1. Identify the end date.
2. Work from the goal then to each preceding step
3. Emphasizes the process versus the outcome
4. Ensures details are not ignored 
5. Avoids procrastination 



Provide leading questions: 
How should we get started ? 

What comes first?
What order should we do this in?

Encourage independence and ownership!







Give Examples of What things should look like: 



Transitions and shifting:
Let’s Break it Down: (Minahan, 2014)

● Stop the initial activity
● Cognitively shift to the next activity
● Start the next activity (which may not be preferred)
● Possibly have “downtime” before the next activity starts.



Strategies:
● Practice, practice, practice
● Use visuals schedules and visual examples (as already 

talked about)
● Provide explicit prompts and limits

○ Use visual timers 
○ Do not provide excessive “extra minutes”
○ “Find a stopping place”
○ Encourage routines and independence. 

■ Everytime the Ipad is all done it gets turned off and put back in 
its spot



Strategies cont.
● Provide prompts to initiate. Getting started is the 

hardest part. If you help your child get started they 
will be more likely to successfully finish the task. 

● Provide a “transitional activity”; it is really hard to 
go from playing video games to doing your homework. Try 
inserting a “medium preferred activity”. 

○ Video games to snack to homework 
○ Community/ running errands: 

■ Bank to dunkin donuts to grocery shopping 



Strategies cont.
● Teach and reinforce waiting skills. Make your child WAIT! 

○ Waiting is an essential life skill but many kids cannot do it. 
○ Practice waiting at home and provide reinforcement
○ Teach your child to occupy their waiting time - what do you do when 

waiting in line or in a waiting room ? 



Questions ? 



Thank you !


